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SAWING

MILLING

 Before

being cut, the solid surface material
parts to be joined should be checked
to ensure that the colours match. Solid
surface materials can be cut on panel
and board sizing saws, as well as with a
handheld circular saw with guiderail. Saw
blades with negative trapezoidal flat teeth
should be used for contour cuts.

Milling has several advantages when
working on solid surface sheet material:

 W
 ell-ground saw blades are a prerequisite
for high-quality cuts without scoring and
offsets which otherwise remain visible after bonding. Note: The saw blade should
protrude approx. 15 -25 mm beyond the
material to be cut. Cutting speed 40–60 m/s.
The table below lists saw blades suitable
for cutting solid surface sheet material.

 S ubsequent work is very much easier
than, for example, after sawing (e.g. for
rebating).
 T he milling radius (minimum 3 mm)
eliminates sharp corners, especially in
cut-outs, and the subsequent risk of
cracking (all milled edges must be rounded
to R3 or R5).
 U
 sing sharp milling tools produces cut
edges of a quality suitable for subsequent
bonding.
Important: Max. width of joint is 0.1 mm
for a seamless appearance. The cleanest
edges are cut with sharp milling tools!

Sawblade
diameter
in mm

2

Cutting
width in
mm

Drilling in
mm

Number
of saw
teeth

200

2,8

30

64

250

3,2

30

80

300*

3,3

30

96

350

3,6

30

108

400

4,4

30

120

450

4,4

30

144

500

4,4

30

160

GLUING WITH GETACORE JOINT ADHESIVE
When GetaCore materials are glued
together, use the GetaCore adhesive specially
developed for this material. Please note the
following points before working with the
GetaCore adhesive:
 L eave the GetaCore adhesive standing upright in its container for 24 hours at room
temperature (max. 30°C) prior to gluing.
 Insert the GetaCore adhesive into the gun
intended for that purpose after
checking that both openings are free.
Screw on the mixing nozzle and press out
an approx. 10 cm long bead of adhesive
to ensure the components are being
properly mixed.

 A
 fter using the adhesive, remove the
mixing nozzles and immediately seal the
cartridge with the cleaned original cap so
that the adhesive cannot react with the
hardener component and cannot block
the outlet hole.
 M
 inimum shelf life of the adhesive:
originally sealed cartridge, standing upright at room temperature (max. 30°C) –
see minimum durability/best before date.
 T he working time at a room temperature
of 15–20° C is approx. 5–8 minutes.
Higher temperatures reduce this time.
 Pressing time is about 45 minutes
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FLUSH MOUNTED EDGING
1. Required materials/tools:
Spring clamps/screw clamps or edge clamps,
flush/profile router, wood blocks, isopropanol
alcohol, GetaCore joint adhesive, optional:
cork strips, PUR adhesive.

1.

2. Flush mounted edging in thicknesses of
either 3 or 10 mm provide an option for
the best glued joint. The advantage is that
the glued joint is on the front face of the
worktop.
Adhesive joint

3. Cut a rebate on the edge of the worktop in
three stages. It should be 5–6 mm deep for
3 mm flush mounted edging. Mill 19–20
mm deep for 10 mm edging strips, because
the cork strip also has to be inserted here to
compensate for the expansion and contraction
of the chipboard substrate. Any adhesive
residue on the underside of the GetaCore
surface must be removed after cutting the
rebate. Then clean the GetaCore surfaces to
be glued with isopropyl alcohol and allow
to dry.
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2.

3.

Note: Experience shows that the cork
strip can be omitted for side or front
edges not exposed to heat

4. When applying the adhesive, make sure that
the adhesive components are well mixed
(see chapter 2, adhesives). Apply the
adhesive to the worktop, to the strip to be
flush mounted and to the exposed edge of
the substrate. Now fit the cork strip onto
the edge of the worktop. To ensure the
flexibility of the cork, the adhesive should
only come into contact with the cork and
not with the bottom side of the worktop.
Working time is approx. 5 to 8 minutes.
5. Then press the flush mount edging into
place until the adhesive comes out of
the joint. Now fit the clamps at intervals
of 10–15 cm including a wooden block.
Caution: Please only fasten hand-tight,
avoiding high pressure. Use a tooth pick,
for example, to burst any air bubbles, which
may occur when the adhesive emerges. The
adhesive will set in 45 minutes depending
on the room temperature, and the fixings
can be removed. This can be checked with
a fingernail. Then mill and profile the edge
so that it is all flush. Following this, sand the
entire surface.
6. Seal the joint, the HPL balancer and the
GetaCore edges using PUR adhesive to make
them water-tight.

4.

5.

6.

Note: In case fixing clamps cannot be
used, please use paper adhesive tape
(but no parcel tape) or lashing straps.
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GLUED CORNER JOINTS AND BUTT JOINTS
1. Required materials/tools:
Router with a 16 mm end mill, 30 mm
copying ring, template, GetaCore corner
connection set, biscuit cutter, groover.
Mill the worktop using a template (e.g.
aluminium corner connection templates
made by Westag & Getalit AG) in three
stages.

1.

2. Then make cut-outs for the connections on
the reverse side of both worktops. Cut a
biscuit groove as usual.

2.

3. Now mill a groove approx. 4 mm wide
(optimum groove width: 3.4 mm) and
12 mm deep directly under the 3 mm
GetaCore covering layer for the GetaCore
tongue. Important: The traces of the area
adhesive must be completely removed. The
covering layer must be at least 2.8 mm
thick.
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3.

4. Sand the edges of the substrate diagonally
downwards with abrasive paper to ensure
a seamless joint in the GetaCore surface.
Then clean the GetaCore surfaces that are
to be glued using isopropanol alcohol and
allow to dry completely.

4.

5. Apply joint adhesive to the GetaCore
tongue (same colour as the substrate) and
a groove. Then insert the tongue.

5.

6. Apply PVAc glue to the chipboard and insert the biscuits. Then apply GetaCore joint
adhesive to the 2nd groove and both of
the GetaCore edges. Now join the worktops and press until excess adhesive comes
out everywhere. Important: Please make
sure you prevent PVAc glue from getting
onto the surface of the worktop. This is
the only way to guarantee a seamless
joint. You can use clamps to apply additional pressure. Connectors must be fitted.
Caution: Please only fasten hand-tight,
avoiding high pressure.

6.
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GLUED CORNER AND BUTT JOINTS
7. Use a tooth pick, for example, to burst
any air bubbles, which may occur when
the adhesive emerges. Let the adhesive
harden for about 45 minutes depending
on the room temperature. This can be
checked with a fingernail. Then sand
the entire worktop to give a seamless
appearance.
Note: In case fixing clamps cannot be
used, please use paper adhesive tape (but
no parcel tape) or lashing straps.
Glued butt joints: First cleanly cut the
edges to be joined. Then follow the same
procedure as for glued corner joints (see
steps 2–8).
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7.

CUT-OUTS FOR SINKS AND HOBS
Required materials/tools:
Router with 16 mm end mill, 30 mm copying
ring, thermal tape, aluminium tape, template

Ø 6 – 10 mm

1
2

1.1– 1.2 Cut-outs for sinks and hobs are easy
to make in GetaCore worktops The hand
router is the best tool for this job as well.
Tools such as jigsaws, hand saws and panel
saws should not be used causing less precisely cut edges. These can lead to cracking
in the GetaCore material. We thus recommend using the router in all cases. Here too,
all edges should be rounded using a radius
router R3 or, better, R5.
3. The first step is to fix the template. Use the
hand router and the attached copying ring
to mill the cut-out in three stages. Please
remember to stick to the required minimum
distance of 45 mm from the front edge of
the worktop! The corners of the cut-outs
must have an internal radius of R 10!
Applying a radius using a R3 or R5 radius
router followed by sanding, will remove any
hairline cracks in the GetaCore material.

3

4

1.1

adhesive tape

1.2

R 10

3.
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CUT-OUTS FOR SINKS AND HOBS

4.1 For hobs: We recommend using
aluminium and thermotape to seal the cut
edges. Sequence: 1. aluminium tape,
2. thermotape, 3. aluminium tape. Sealing
offers adequate protection against
temperature fluctuations.

4.1

4.2 Cut-outs for sinks/drilled holes:
All exposed chipboard edges in particular
must be properly sealed, e.g. with MS
polymer adhesive. The adhesive must be
applied to the full surface of the “open
edges” with the aid of a spatula and left
to cure. We recommend our sealing rubber
sleeve for the tap hole.

4.2

5. When securing hobs, ensure that a
distance of at least 6.5 mm is maintained
between hob and worktop.
6,5 mm
5.
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6. It is possible to install gas hobs according
to the installation instruction “cut-outs
for hobs”. However, a minimum distance
of 300 mm (depending on the hob model
and its heat output) must be maintained
between the burner and the wallback
panelling behind it. For a ceramic hob, the
distance to the edge of the cooking ring
should be 50 mm.

r
m fo
ring
50 m ic hob
m
cera

300
gas mm for
hob
ring
6.
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10 MM WALLBACK/WALL Panelling
1. Required materials/tools:
10 mm GetaCore sheet material,
MS polymer adhesive, spacers, supports

3–5 mm

The GetaCore wallback sheet must not be
fitted to walls without expansion joints (3 to
5 mm).

2. When installing gas hobs, a minimum
distance of 300 mm (depending on the hob
model and heat output) must be maintained
between the flame head and the wallback
behind it. For a ceramic hob, the distance to
the edge of the cooking ring should be
50 mm. A maximum temperature load of
70° C in continuous operation should not
be exceeded. Care must therefore be taken
to ensure that all specified appliances comply
with the standards. The following points
must be noted for the various substrates:
Plaster/concrete surfaces:
The surface must be free of dust and grease.
Proceed as described in step 3.
Plasterboard/wallpapered surfaces: The
load-bearing capacity of the surface must be
assured. In most cases, it can be improved
by treatment with a deep primer (preferably
solvent-based). Continue as described below
(see step 3) when it has dried off completely.
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1.

r
m fo
ring
50 m ic hob
m
a
r
e
c

300
gas mm for
hob
ring
6.
2.

Tiling: Old tiles must be cleaned
thoroughly before installing the
GetaCore wallback panel. Tiles must
be free of grease, dust and dirt, as
well as dry. Ensure that the surface is
as flat as possible, without any major
protrusions.

3. The panels are generally bonded with
slightly elastic PU adhesives or coloured
(filled) MS polymer applied in vertical
beads at intervals of approx. 80 mm. To
maintain the necessary adhesive thickness
between the wall and the GetaCore wallback, after applying the adhesive,
approx. 2 mm thick spacers must be fitted
in the gaps between the beads of adhesive
e.g. using double-sided adhesive tape.
4. The GetaCore wallback panel must then
be secured to prevent it slipping or falling
off until the adhesive has cured (up to 24
hours). The joint between the wallback
panelling and the wall must be sealed
with MS polymer adhesive to keep out
dirt and moisture.

3.

4.
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FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
Choice of decor
Signs of scratches and daily wear and tear
are inevitable during normal use and these
become more obvious in the case of highgloss and strongly coloured decors in
comparison to others. Especially for
GetaCore Uni decors minor occasional dust
inclusions cannot be ruled out due to the
production procedures.
Use of a hot water system, e.g. Quooker
(provides boiling water from a water tap)
 We recommend our sealing rubber sleeve
for the tap hole.
 When filling pots from a system like this,
do not put the pots directly on the
GetaCore worktop but always use a pot
stand.
 For GetaCore sinks/basins, never fill
them directly from the hot water tap, but
always add some cold water first.
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To keep the surface finish
Always use chopping boards and pot stands.
If the surface shows any signs of daily wearand-tear GetaCore has the advantage that
the surface can be refreshed by a special
treatment (see freshening up the surface on
our website or refer to our Processing
Recommendations).
Hot pots and pans
Hot objects should not be placed directly
onto the GetaCore surface. The base of
cooking pots often reach more than 180°C.
Please use a pot stand.

Detailed recommendations for processing and
maintenance are avaible on our website
Additional processing and sanding recommendations:
http://www.westag-getalit.de/en/surfaceselements/
mediathek/downloads/surfaces-and-elements/processingrecommendations/
GetaCore - easy maintenance:
http://www.westag-getalit.de/en/surfaceselements/
mediathek/downloads/surfaces-and-elements/care-andmaintenance/
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